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2013-2014 NCSS SUSTAINING MEMBERS
allen Precision equipment, inc.
Atlanta, GA
http://www.allenprecision.com/

allied associates, P.a.
Winston-Salem, NC
http://allied-engsurv.com/

avioimage Mapping services,
inc.
Charlotte, NC
http://avioimage.com/index.html

Benchmark tool & supply, inc.
Raleigh, NC
http://www.benchmarksupply.com/

Berntsen international, inc.
Madison, WI
http://www.berntsen.com/

carolina resource Mapping
Wilmington, NC
http://www.mapres.com/

caron east, inc.
Cumberland, MD
http://www.caroneast.com/

continental aerial surveys, inc.
Alcoa, TN
http://conaers.com/

duncan-Parnell, inc.
Morrisville, NC
http://www.duncan-parnell.com/

smart vent Flood vents, inc.
Garner, NC
http://www.smartvent.com/

earl dudley, inc.
Charlotte, NC
http://www.earldudley.com/

spatial data consultants, inc.
High Point, NC
http://www.spatialdc.com/

Fleming engineering, inc.
Greensboro, NC
http://www.flemingengineering.
com/

stewart, inc.
Raleigh, Durham, & Charlotte, NC
http://stewartinc.com/

hayes instrument company
Shelbyville, TN
http://www.hayesinstrument.com/

independent Mapping
consultants, inc.
Charlotte, NC
http://www.imcmapping.com/

insurance Management
consultants inc.
Davidson, NC
http://imcipls.com/

Land design insurance Group
Timonium, MD
http://www.landdesigninsurance.
com/
sitech Mid-atlantic
Charlotte, NC
http://www.sitechma.com/

taylor Wiseman & taylor
Cary, NC
http://www.taylorwiseman.com/

tGs engineers
Morganton, Shelby, and Garner,
NC
http://www.tgsengineers.com/

the schneider corporation
Indianapolis, IN
http://schneidercorp.com/
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Who
We Are
NCSS PRESIDENT
R. Joel Johnson
rjjohnson31@hotmail.com

CENTRal ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Charles E. Morgan, Jr.
cemorgan@northstate.net

NE PIEDmoNT ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Nathan R. Hymiller, Jr.
pls3010@aol.com

NCSS PRESIDENT-ElECT
Marion L. Sandlin, Jr.
marionsandlin@cesilds.com

CoaSTal ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Phillip A. Collier
pcollier@stroudengineer.com

NoRThWEST ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Neil Shepherd
neil.shepherd@brepllc.com

NCSS VICE PRESIDENT
Bob Burns, Jr.
bburns28725@msn.com

EaSTERN ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Carlton E. Parker
cparker@parkerandassoc.com

PIEDmoNT ChaPTER PRESIDENT
T. David Whitt
wls@triad.rr.com

NCSS PaST PRESIDENT
Joshua B. White
jwhite@tgsengineers.com

FooThIllS ChaPTER PRESIDENT
J. Douglas Suttles
doug@suttlessurvey.com

SouThEaSTERN ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Benjamin C. Brown
benjyb@bellsouth.net

NCSS SECRETaRy/TREaSuRER
Randy S. Rambeau, Sr.
rrambeau@mckimcreed.com

guIlFoRD ChaPTER PRESIDENT
David Andrew Clark
aclark@regionallandsurveyors.com

SW PIEDmoNT ChaPTER PRESIDENT
D. Scott Bostic
scottbostic@bellsouth.net

NSPS DElEgaTE
William R. Coleman
wcoleman@bellsouth.net

JohNSToN CouNTy ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Linwood E. Byrd, Jr.
linbyrd@byrdsurvey.com

TRIaNglE ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Richard J. Homovec
richard.homovec@raleighnc.gov

albEmaRlE ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Michael D. Barr, Sr.
mbarr.ncpls@yahoo.com

mECklENbuRg ChaPTER PRESIDENT
John M. Story
john.story@dg-anc.com

WESTERN ChaPTER PRESIDENT
R. Larry Greene
info@rlgreenesurveying.com

CaPE FEaR ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Leland D. Strother
leland@strotherlandsurveying.com

NaNTahala ChaPTER PRESIDENT
James M. Watkins
jwatk3120@yahoo.com

yaDkIN VallEy ChaPTER PRESIDENT
Norman G. Ribelin
ribelin@bellsouth.net

CHAPTER MEETINGS

NCSS ExECuTIVE DIRECToR
Christy C. Davis
cdavis@ncsurveyors.com
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CHAPTER

Albemarle
Cape Fear
Central
Coastal
Eastern
Foothills
Guilford
Johnston County
Mecklenburg
Nantahala
NE Piedmont
Northwest
Piedmont
Southeastern
SW Piedmont
Triangle
Western
Yadkin Valley

DATE & TIME

3rd Tuesday | 6:30 pm
Last Thursday | 6:30 pm
Last Monday | 7:00 pm
Last Monday | 6:30 pm
2nd Monday | 6:30 pm
2nd Tuesday, 7:00 pm
2nd Tuesday | 6:00 pm
2nd Tuesday | 6:00 pm
1st Monday | 6:00 pm
3rd Tuesday | 6:30 pm
Last Tuesday | 7:00 pm
3rd Tuesday | 6:00 pm
4th Monday | 6:00 pm *no meeting Nov/Dec
Last Wednesday | 7:00 pm
2nd Thursday | 6:30 pm
3rd Tuesday | 6:30 pm
2nd Tuesday | 6:30 pm
2nd Wednesday | 6:30 pm

LOCATION

Cypress Creek Grill, Elizabeth City
Various Locations, Fayetteville
Various Locations, Asheboro/Southern Pines

Texas Steakhouse, Morehead City
Parker’s BBQ, Greenville
Timberwoods, Morganton
The Porterhouse Grill, Greensboro
Holt Lake BBQ, Smithfield
Dilworth Grille, Charlotte
Bogarts, Sylva
Various, Louisburg
Sagebrush Steakhouse, Boone
Riverridge Tap House, Clemmons
Carolina BBQ, Wilmington
Ryan’s Steakhosue, Forest City
Casa Carbone, Raleigh
Denny’s, Hwy 19/23, Asheville
Ryan’s Steakhouse, Salisbury
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NCSS Local Chapter Areas

Buncombe
Henderson
Madison
McDowell
Yancey

Cherokee
Clay
Graham
Haywood
Jackson
Macon
Swain
Transylvania

Alleghany
Ashe
Avery
Mitchell
Watauga
Wilkes

Cabarrus
Iredell
Rowan
Stanly

Davidson
Davie
Forsyth
Stokes
Surry
Yadkin

Alamance
Caswell
Guilford
Rockingham

Durham
Orange
Person
Wake

Franklin
Granville
Halifax
Northampton
Vance
Warren

Beaufort
Bertie
Edgecombe
Greene
Lenoir
Martin
Pitt
Camden
Chowan
Currituck
Dare
Gates
Hertford
Hyde
Pasquotank
Perquimans
Tyrrell
Washington

Carteret
Craven
Duplin
Jones
Onslow
Pamlico

Cleveland
Gaston
Lincoln
Polk
Rutherford
Alexander
Burke
Caldwell
Catawba

Mecklenburg
Union

Anson
Chatham
Montgomery
Moore
Randolph
Richmond
Scotland

Bladen
Cumberland
Harnett
Hoke
Lee
Robeson
Sampson

Brunswick
Columbus
New Hanover
Pender

Johnston
Nash
Wilson
Wayne

*Updated 4/24/2013

Proudly Supporting NCSS
Since 2002
Building
relationships,
one monument
at a time.

877.686.8561 • www.berntsen.com
Berntsen International, Inc. • PO Box 8670 • Madison, WI 53704-8670 • Toll Free: 877.686.8561 • Fax: 800.249.9794 • Email: surveymark@berntsen.com
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DIrecTor’s noTes

I

t has been one year
since I took my seat
in
the
Director’s
chair and, I must say,
it has been a year
full of growth for both the
Society and for me. I have
overseen the reorganization
of our conference in a way
that encourages vendors to
build relationships with their clients. I have been thrown
into the political arena by negotiating one of the most
important pieces of legislation for surveyors in years.
And I have taken advantage of a season we have with
realtors, educating them on the importance of property
surveys. Although I have made 11 chapter visits since last
October, the momentum continues; therefore, I want to
update members on the progress of the above endeavors.
The 75th Anniversary and 50th Annual Conference and
Trade Show is quickly approaching and I am excited to
build on the changes we made last year. We have reserved
the Expo Center at the Crowne Plaza and Resort in
Asheville, NC. This location has all the space we need,
as well as indoor pool and tennis, a full service spa, a
nine-hole golf course and a zip line! In 2013, we decided
to return the Otis A. Jones Institute to the centerpiece
of our fall education calendar on alternate years (the
next one coming in 2014). This allows our conference to
focus on building relationships and networking between
vendors and surveyors. The first day of the conference
will still allow an opportunity to receive 8.5 PDHs with a
nationally known speaker and lunch Q&A with NCBEES.
Last year, we added a vendor appreciation dinner on
Thursday night to give everyone a chance to socialize over
dinner, discussing the latest issues and technology. This
year, since it is our wonderful anniversary celebration,
we will be hosting our Vendor Appreciation dinner at
the Deerpark Restaurant on the Biltmore Estate. The
Exhibit Hall on Friday will continue to have all vendors
available for demonstrations and questions, concurrent
sessions for PDHs, and our newest addition, “Minute to
Win It” games. Our Friday night banquet will be in the
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beautiful Overlook Ballroom with all the formal and
social elements you have come to expect. We have invited
Senator Wesley Meredith as our guest that evening, who
was a champion for surveyors this past legislative session.
Senator Meredith (as pictured here with me) and our
lobbying firm, McGuireWoods, Inc., were instrumental
in having NCSS brought to the negotiating table on an
important and far-reaching bill known as the “Underground
Utility Damage Prevention Act.” On August 23, Governor
Pat McCrory signed the bill into law. As I began to participate
in the process of political tug-of-war, I saw first-hand the
importance of NC surveyors being represented in the
political arena. Although this bill will definitely influence
the way you conduct your daily routine when it goes into
effect on October 1, 2014, we will continue to participate
in negotiations during the short session of the Legislature
to make its implementation both logical and beneficial to
surveyors. (See feature article on page 16 for more details).
Opportunities to educate realtors on the importance of
property surveys continue to arise across North Carolina.
We have had invitations to speak with six local area boards
across the state. Many surveyors are being proactive,
distributing the new NCSS brochure, “Protecting
Your Biggest Investment,” in their area. The word is
spreading and property owners will appreciate being
fully informed before making what is often the biggest
purchase of their lives. If you have contact with a local
Realtor Board, feel free to have them call me. We would
love to bring our 20 minute presentation to your area.
To say that your support is valuable seems trite because I
say it so often. But when I think about the above matters
in which NCSS is involved, I cannot say it enough. Your
professional protection and development means more
to us than 15 annual PDHs. I know membership is a
financial sacrifice for many of you, so please know that
we are safeguarding your resources with purpose and
integrity. Have a great fall and we’ll see you in Asheville.

Christy C. Davis, Executive Director

would like to extend a special congratulations to Gary Thompson, Agency
GARY NCSS
Chief for NC Geodetic Survey and former member of NCBEES. Thompson
THOMPSON has been voted in as treasurer for the National Council of Examiners for
ADMITTED Engineering and Surveying (NCEES). We are proud of the representation he is
as well as for the state of North Carolina.
TO NCEES showing for the surveyingg profession,
RE aT J o b, g a Ry !
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LeTTer from The

PreSidenT

H

“MOUNTAIN VIEW”

ello from the
Mountains,

It has been a very busy
first six months for me
and the NCSS office. I have traveled
to Murfreesboro, TN for Tennessee’s
convention, to Charleston, SC
for South Carolina’s convention,
and to five NCSS Chapters for
their meetings. I hope to visit
another four chapters by year’s end.
I hope everyone has had a great
summer and is looking forward
to cooler weather. One of the best
parts about cooler weather is the golf
tournament sponsored by MAPS
in October. This is a great way to
support the good work being done
by this non-profit while enjoying
time with friends. I hope in 2014,
more people will participate in
both NCSS’s May tournament and
MAPS’s fall tournament. These are
both fun and worthwhile events.
I would like to address one subject
that concerns all of us and all of the
non-members: that is NCSS benefits.
I had a discussion in February with
someone who was concerned about
whether or not to join NCSS. After
several days of thought, I have come
up with this: Being a member of NCSS
“supports” the staff and the members
that do the jobs that everyone else
does not want to do or may not have
time to do. Being an active member
of NCSS says that you volunteer to
make our profession better. We have,
over the years, tried to have benefits
for members. I believe now that this
thinking is backward. Professionals
join NCSS as a benefit. The few
members that do volunteer to do the

jobs and confront the issues are doing
the best they can to protect all of the
surveyors in the state! We all like
numbers. Here’s some for you: There
are about 2400 surveyors in the state;
NCSS has roughly 800 members.
That is only 33% of the total licensed
North Carolina surveyors! What’s
worse is, of the 800 members, only
about 30 members participate in the
monthly activity of NCSS; that is only
1.25% of the surveyors in the state.
I believe that we all need to increase
our participation in the Society.
Everyone’s help is needed to increase
our exposure and promote our
profession. Chairing or choosing
a committee to work on would be
of great help to the Society and
the entire profession. Over the
past several years, we have had the
staff work on issues for us….this is
NOT how it should be done. Our
members should be taking on more
of these duties. Remember, the
staff is there to help us accomplish
our mission, not do our job for us.

R. Joel Johnson, PLS
NCSS President 2013-2014

PASSING OF A
PAST PRESIDENT
by Larry Greene, PLS
Webb Morgan, NCSS President in 1995,
passed away on April 8, 2013 following a
five-year period of declining health. He
was born on April 21, 1950. He is survived
by his wife of 43 years, Melinda Sluder
Morgan; a daughter, Autumn Radcliff
and husband, Keith; two granddaughters,
Bailey and Morgan Radcliff; and a
number of sisters and a brother, as
well as nieces, nephews and cousins.
Services were held at Trinity Baptist
Church and burial followed at
Mountain View Freewill Baptist
Church Cemetery in the French
Broad section of Buncombe County.
Webb was a pioneer in Western North
Carolina in any form of surveying
technology. He developed a data collector
before any commercial data collectors
existed. He wrote his own software many
times and modified the old Monroe
Calculator to mimic a computer, which
performed survey calculations in the early
1970s. His firm was the first in Western
NC to obtain and use GPS equipment in
1993. He was always excited to purchase
new technology and learn how to use it.
Webb was also instrumental in
getting Photogrammetry recognized
as a branch of surveying, which
eventually led to photogrammetrists
being
licensed
as
surveyors.
Webb was an avid outdoorsman,
enjoying both hunting and fishing. He
harvested a good many bucks over his
lifetime, as well as other wild game.
He was also an accomplished bass
guitar player and played with
several country and gospel groups.
Most of all, Webb was a devoted family
man and a good friend to those who
knew him. He was always willing to
share his knowledge and his technology
with his fellow surveyors. He was truly
a giant in our field. I considered him
the smartest surveyor I ever knew.
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“Success Starts With An Image”

Spatial Data Consultants, Inc.
1008 Hutton Lane, Suite 109
High Point, NC 27262
www.spatialdc.com
(336) 841-1247 Phone
(336) 841-1248 Fax

SDC Aviation
Smith Reynolds Airport
Winston-Salem, NC

Full Service Professional Aerial Survey and GeoSpatial Consultants
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Making the

Investment:
The Next Generation of Surveyors

T

by J. Chris Witherspoon, PLS

his article marks the official opening of the
2013-2014 raffle season. I know that many of
you have been awaiting this day with great
anticipation. This season will, once again,
bring you two opportunities to support your Education
Foundation. The CASH raffle will consist of 100 tickets
sold for $100 each. There will be a reverse drawing held
at the NCSS Conference in February to determine the
winners. The first ticket drawn will win $500, the next to
last ticket drawn will win $500, and the last ticket drawn
will win $2000. This year, we will be awarding the person
that sells the last ticket drawn with $100. Don Clements
has, once again, offered us a week at his beach condo
that we will be raffling off. Tickets for the condo will
be $20 each. Please help us make this year as successful
as last year, and thanks in advance for your support.
Your Education Foundation was fortunate enough to
be able to award a total of $6,000 in scholarships for the
2013-2014 school year. This is outstanding! Three students
were awarded checks for $2,000 that went directly toward
their pursuit of a college degree. Colton Riddle, Patrick
Boyer and Garrett Dorsett were the recipients of the 20132014 Education Foundation Scholarships. In comparison,
the N.C. Homebuilders Educational and Charitable
Foundation gave away $7,500 in scholarships for 2013-2014.
I would venture to say that, based on our numbers, we are
doing a great job supporting the future of our profession.

The Tarheel Surveyor
website. We don’t necessarily need full-blown
articles; we just need to have some fresh material for
the blog on the website. We will welcome anything
and everything. We just need a paragraph or two.
Your Education Foundation board has set some optimistic,
but not unreachable goals, for the immediate future.
Based on the strategic plan that the Foundation has been
working on, the following three goals were determined
to be the primary objectives of the Foundation:
1) Grow the Endowment. The initial goal of $1,000,000
is still the objective, but the board would like to reach
the $250,000 benchmark within the near future.
Currently, we need $60,000 to make this happen.
2) Provide Funding for Educational Scholarships.
As mentioned earlier, $6,000 was awarded this year.
The Board would like to award at least $10,000 a year.
3) Provide Support for Specific Education and
Surveying Promotion Projects. Lack of funding
continues to be a hurdle for all surveying programs
in NC. The Board plans to prepare and distribute
information for a statewide marketing campaign in
an effort to help promote the surveying programs.
As with everything pertaining to your Education
Foundation, we cannot reach these goals without your help
and your input. If there are any ideas or suggestions, and if
you want to help us reach these goals, please reach out to
us and let us know. We look forward to hearing from you.
‘Til next time,

I want to take this opportunity to invite all the writers
out there to send us articles for the “Be A Surveyor”

Spoon

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

From L to R: Garrett Dorsett, Patrick Boyer, and Colton Riddle
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Seth G. Brock
Charles R. Brophey
Gabriel D. Brown
Anthony E. Campbell
Nolan R. Carmack
E. Matthew Cash
Ian B. Cotton
Clarito F Corpus, Jr
Luiz Cortes
Anthony M. Diolosa
Stephen A. Edwards
Jason W. Fisher
Jonathan C. George
Martin P. Gibbons
E. Sullivan Gibbs, II
Jason E. Godwin
D. Bowman Gray
James C. Green III
Stephen M. Hallstrom
Lewis E. Hardee, III
Scott L. Huffstetler
Casey P. Hurley
Brenda M. Kolbow
Bryan P. Lackey
Clinton D. Lawrence
Wayne W. Ledbetter
Durward S. Leggett
Randall McMillan
Jason R. Merrill
Richard A. Mitchell
Michael J. Moore
Dovelle Outlaw III
James A. Payne
Steven R. Peters
Bradley D. Phillips
Drew P. Pittman
Donald M. Preisler
Marvin E. Pritchard
Nicholas M. Rackley
Reece M. Schuler
Troy A. Shriver
John C. Smith, IV
Jim E. Sullivan
Martin C. Wachtel
Michael J. Zoltek
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by Peggy Fersner, PE

nother school year is off and
running, which is always
thrilling. I was always the
kid that got excited about new
notebooks and pencils at the beginning
of the school year and I still am that way.
The biggest thing that I got excited about
this year was a clean and organized office
– no new pencils, but organization felt
great! Actually, the really great news is
our numbers are climbing in the right
direction. Jerry Nave – my other “work
half ” – has been visiting all of the state’s
community colleges with Surveying Tech
programs twice a year. It appears that
it is finally reaping benefits. We had
over 10 students apply for Geomatics
(that’s a great number for us!). Out of
those, eight committed to the university.
One of them had to defer his start
until January, but we have seven new
students in the program. All of them
are transfer students from Surveying
Tech degrees and other disciplines.
Of the seven, six are strictly online
students. Taking classes online and
working is always challenging but these
men are persevering. They are taking
anywhere from one class up to a full load
(over 12 credit hours). Needless to say,
their lives are challenging at the best.
We are thrilled with the increase in
student numbers, but Jerry and I are
still looking for ways to increase our
campus numbers. We just submitted
the paperwork for a minor in Geomatics
that we hope will increase our students
on campus. The minor consists of
three basic surveying courses, two legal
courses, a photogrammetry course, a
GIS course, and an ethics class. We
are targeting students in Construction
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Management,
Natural
Resources,
Landscape Architecture, and the allied
engineering programs. Hopefully our
partnerships with UNC Charlotte and
NC State University will transpire and
this will be a benefit to them as well.
Our senior class this year consists of two
campus students – Randy Jeffords and
Garrett Dorsett. Randy is a transfer from
Guilford Technical Community College
(GTCC), but he had a four-year degree
prior to that. Garrett is our only student
that started at A&T as a freshman. He
actually came to one of our summer
camps and decided to go into Geomatics.
Randy and Garrett are working on their
first Senior Capstone course this fall,
GEOM 496. This is a one credit course,
but they will just roll their eyes at that
statement. They are currently doing
the deed research on a 22 acre tract in
Gibsonville, NC. Once that is complete,
they will complete a boundary survey and
create the plat. This is the first year that
we have had them in the field completing
a boundary survey. We will let you know
how that goes. They are also gathering
all of the supporting documentation
needed for the design of a single-family
subdivision on that tract. Now you
can see why they are rolling their eyes!
We continue to work with UNC
Greensboro on a joint Geospatial
program and are pursuing a consortium
arrangement with UNC Charlotte and
NC State University. This has been
frustrating (maddening) at the very least.
What seem to be great, fairly simple ideas
get bogged down in the administration of
higher education. We are continuing to
work toward these goals and, hopefully
this year, we will see the results!
Peggy Fersner is the
Geomatics Coordinator
at NC A&T University
in Greensboro. She has
been on staff since 1993,
teaching
surveying,
GIS, and hydrology
courses. She has earned
both her BS and MS
in Civil Engineering.

For more information contact your local
Leica Geosystems representative:
Dean Howell
P. 336-944-7501
Email: dean.howell@leicaus.com
www.leica-geosystems.us
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Geodetic Additions
to Aid Surveyors
by Gary Thompson, PLS

Figure 1. A sneak peak of the new NCGS website, which is
projected to be launched by the end of November, showing
the webpage for the County and State Mapping Program.

H

eight modernization
Height Modernization (Height Mod) is a
National Geodetic Survey (NGS) “…initiative
focused on establishing accurate, reliable
heights using Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
technology in conjunction with traditional leveling,
gravity, and modern remote sensing information.”
(http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/heightmod/).
The North
Carolina Geodetic Survey (NCGS) is performing
Height Mod surveys in the following counties:
GNSS observations in progress for Alamance and
Catawba counties; mark recovery in progress for
Cleveland County; and project being processed for
submittal to NGS in Iredell, Pender, and Polk counties.
NCgS Website and geodetic Database
We are in the final phase of developing an enhanced NCGS
website (Figure 1) and geodetic database. We anticipate
launching both by the end of November, which would be just
in time for you to check them out on your home’s widescreen
TV instead of watching a Thanksgiving Day bowl game.
Instructional Videos
Don’t worry about losing access to our great instructional
videos once the new NCGS website is launched, because
the new website will feature them as well. If you have not
yet viewed them, the following videos are posted on the
“Instructional videos and media” webpage (http://portal.
ncdenr.org/web/lr/geodetic/instructional-videos): “Using
the free ESRI Android App to view Geodetic Map Layers,”
and “Importing a point file into AutoCAD Map 2012.”
In addition, the webpage also provides links to
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the following NGS-produced podcasts: “Building
a Better Geoid” and “Height Modernization.”
gRaV-D
GRAV-D (Gravity for the Redefinition of the American
Vertical Datum) is a NGS program to re-define the
national vertical datum with a geopotential (i.e. gravity
based) datum by
2022 (http://www.
ngs.noaa.gov/
GRAV-D/).
NGS
is also working
to
replace
the
horizontal datum,
NAD 83, with a new
geometric
datum
(3-dimensional) by
2022.
The GRAV-D program consists of the following major
campaigns:
1. A high-resolution “snapshot” of gravity in the US:
This campaign is being conducted by aerial gravity
surveys of the entire U.S. and its territories. Check
out their progress at the following URL: http://
www.ngs.noaa.gov/GRAV-D/data_products.shtml
2. A low-resolution “movie” of gravity changes:
This campaign is being conducted by periodically
re-visiting absolute gravity sites to monitor geographically
dependent changes to gravity over time, which is why
it is referred to as a “movie,” in order to allow timedependent geoid modeling and, thus, time-dependent
orthometric height monitoring through GNSS technology.
Perhaps the most
exciting part of
this
program
is that NGS
is seeking to
collaborate with
local
partners
(governmental,
commercial,
and academic)
who are willing
to
support
airborne
or
monitor local

Figure 2. The portion of North Carolina
that NGS will collect airborne gravity
data from during the fall of 2013.

terrestrial
variations

surveys
and/or
to
in the gravity field.

In North Carolina, NCGS worked on a collaborative
project with NGS, the North Carolina Floodplain
Mapping Program (NCFMP), and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) to study the effects of
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the anticipated geopotential datum and anticipated
geometric datum on floodplain mapping. For more info
on this project, please visit: http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/
web/news/NGS_Releases_Floodplain_Report.shtml
Currently, NCGS is supporting the GRAV-D program
by collecting terrestrial gravity data in eastern NC using
relative gravity meters. During the fall of 2013, NGS will
collect airborne gravity data for the portion of the state east
of I-77 (Figure 2). As for the remaining portions of the state,
NGS will fly those areas in subsequent airborne surveys.

NC CoRS Network and the NC Real Time
Network (RTN)
We are adding new stations to and upgrading existing ones
of the NC CORS Network and the NC Real Time Network
(RTN) (Figure 3). Recently, we installed a new CORS in
Charlotte at UNC-Charlotte (UNCC) and are grateful to
UNCC for their assistance. We have also upgraded the CORS
equipment to GPS+GLONASS at the following sites: Durham
(DURH), Sanford (SNFD), and Winston Salem (NCWS).
We plan to upgrade the following CORS to
GPS+GLONASS by the end of 2013: Burnsville (NCBR),
Morganton (NCMG), and Salisbury (NCSA).
Twitter
NCGS provides the latest information about
the NC CORS Network and NC RTN via our
@ncrtn Twitter account. You can sign up to
receive our NCGS tweets at the following
Twitter URL: https://twitter.com/ncrtn

Figure 3. The status map of the NC Continuously Operating Reference Station (CORS)
Network and the NC Real-Time Network (RTN), which is also known as the RealTime Kinematic (RTK) Network, showing the location and capability of each CORS:
South Carolina GNSS CORS site that is accessible via the NC RTN
Tennessee GNSS CORS site that is accessible via the NC RTNNC GNSS
CORS site (i.e. can receive signals from both the U.S. and the Russian
navigation satellites) in the NC RTN (i.e. can be accessed in real-time via a data
cell phone and accessed for post-processing via the Internet)
NC CORS site (i.e. can receive signals from only the U.S. navigation
satellites) in the NC RTN
NC CORS site not in the NC RTN (i.e. cannot be accessed in real-time, but
can be accessed for post-processing via the Internet)
NC GNSS CORS site that is being installed and will be incorporated into the
NC RTN

SUMMER
ACTIVITIES

Gary Thompson is Section
Chief of the NC Geodetic
Survey. He became a PLS
in 1980 and has served as
president of both NCSS
and NSPS. He has served
on the NC Board of
Examiners for Engineers
and Surveyors (NCBEES)
and is currently serving as
treasurer for the National Council of Examiners
for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES).

Our annual May golf tournament proved
to be a good time for all. Our winning team
was led by Tim Bowes, of BBM Assoc., Inc.,
with coworkers Alan Maness, Tom Haller,
and Brent Morris. In second place was
Bob Burns, Jamie Watkins, Joel Johnson,
and Rick Holshouser. The summer golf
tournament, a two-day event hosted by
the Central Chapter NCSS, was also a
great time and a great way to bookend
the summer Board meeting. We look
forward to many more NCSS activities!
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Exciting Updates

Nationally

N

by William M. Coleman, PLS, GISP

SPS has had a very productive summer.
Thirteen states have signed their Membership
Memorandum of Understanding with NSPS
to bring the total number of states with
100% membership participation to 30. In addition,
membership MOU’s are being reviewed by seven
other state societies. NSPS is well on the way to truly
being the “National Voice” for the survey profession.
But membership growth is not the only news. NSPS is very
active in the Boy Scout program, continually reviewing
and updating the Surveying Merit Badge manual and
providing leadership to assist the individual boy scouts
in achieving their merit badge. This past July, the 2013
Boy Scout Jamboree was held at the Summit Bechtel
Reserve in WV where NSPS volunteer scout leaders
assisted 140 scouts with their Surveying Merit Badge.
Earlier this summer the NSPS Foundation awarded about
$25,000 in scholarships to students enrolled in surveying
programs across the US. The deadline for applications
for the 2014 scholarships is April 18, 2014. Interested
students should go to the NSPS website: www.nsps.us.com
and click on the scholarship link to get an application.
Also, winners of the 2013 NSPS Map Plat Design Contest
were announced and a big congratulation goes to Chad
Howard of Taylor, Wiseman & Taylor in Cary for being
awarded first place in the Boundary/Cadastral category.
Everyone needs to get their plats prepared and submit to
the NCSS Plat Contest so that the winners can be submitted
in the 2014 NSPS Contest (see form on the NCSS website).
It’s time for the students enrolled in our surveying
programs to send in their Pre-Notification Forms for the
2014 Student Survey Competition. This year’s topic will
be “ALTA/ACSM Land Title.” Student teams from both
two-year and four-year programs compete annually in this
competition, and we need students from NC programs
to participate. Visit the NSPS website for additional
information on the contest and the forms to submit.
And, as many of you are “new” members to NSPS, visit
the NSPS website and see the benefits available. Sign
up for the weekly “News and Views” for up-to-date
happenings of the surveying community and check out
the NSPS Insurance Program for your insurance needs.
It’s also time to plan for the NSPS Fall Business Meetings
and Lobby Day. This year our meeting will take place in
the Sheraton Airport/BWI in Baltimore, Maryland from
November 20-24, 2013. The pre-Lobby Day planning
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session will be on Wednesday, November 20, where the
Lobby Day folders and talking points will be discussed.
Thursday, November 21 surveyors from across the nation
will visit their representatives and senators to discuss the
following issues that are the focus of our Lobby Day this year:
Davis-Bacon Act - In March 2013, the Department of
Labor reversed more than 50 years of policy and precedent
and determined that members of survey crews are subject
to the controversial “Davis-Bacon Act”, classifying
these skilled and trained technicians as “laborers and
mechanics”. This ruling will have an adverse impact
on the surveying profession without any benefit to the
public or members of survey crews themselves. This
was done with no advance notice, no public comment,
and no assessment of the economic impact. NSPS urges
Congress to reverse the Labor Department’s ruling.
Map It Once - A GAO report, Congressional hearings,
and other studies have highlighted the need to reform
and redesign how surveying, mapping and geographic
information activities are funded and managed at the
Federal level to eliminate wasteful duplication, improve
governance and coordination, and maximize the use of
state-of-the-art mapping and geospatial technologies.
NSPS supports H.R. 1604, the Map It Once, Use
It Many Times Act, introduced by Rep. Lamborn
(R-CO), to enhance the use of geospatial data,
products, technology, and services, and to increase the
economy and efficiency of Federal geospatial activities.
Utility Location – It is estimated that an underground
utility line is hit somewhere in the United States every
60 seconds. The inaccuracy of location data, unmarked
utilities, and crowding within rights of way are major factors
contributing to disruption to underground infrastructure.
Digging, drilling or excavating where unknown, unmarked,
unmapped, or incorrectly located utilities can be costly in
terms of wasted excavation time, service disruption and
utility downtime, environmental damage, and—worst of
all—personal injury or loss of life. NSPS urges Congress
to enact legislation requiring accurate mapping of
pipelines and other forms of surface transportation
and underground infrastructure and utilities.
NSPS needs your help on these issues. If you are unable
to attend the Lobby Day functions in Washington,
you can assist by contacting your Representative
and Senators in their local offices. Surveyors
around the country have a voice, let it be heard.
Bill Coleman became a PLS and joined NCSS
in 1973. He is a past president (1992), a
Fellow Member, and a graduate of the NCSS
Institute. He served as NCSS Governor
(1998-2001), and as the NSPS Area 3
Director (1999-2008). Coleman was NSPS
president in 2011. He is currently serving
as our NSPS Delegate. He is retired and
lives in Dallas, NC with his wife, Miriam.

We’re committed to providing

Affordable Insurance Packages
to

NORTH CAROLINA SURVEYING FIRMS
Plus, receive up to

15% PREMIUM CREDIT
Just for being a member of NCCS
(applies to Professional Liability only)

• Professional Liability (E&O)

• Workers Compensation

• General Liability

• Commercial Automobile

• Commercial Property

• Commercial Umbrella

• Equipment Floater (Inland Marine)

• Life Insurance

• Business Income with Extra Expense

• Personal
ersonal Homeowners, Automobile,
Watercraft & Umbrella

We specialize in building comprehensive
insurance packages for you, the surveyor.

Younts Insurance Agency, Inc. is a Preferred Agency of Land
Design Insurance Group.

Call for a FREE
quote today.

Phone 888.672.5325
Fax 877.608.0976
Beth@YountsInsurance.com
www.YountsInsurance.com
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The Bill that Has

How We Got to Where We Are Today
by Kerri Burke, McGuireWoods Consulting
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Everyone Talking

T

his past legislative session included much
attention and debate among lawmakers on laws
and regulations affecting surveyors. Senator
Wesley Meredith (R-Cumberland) was a true
advocate for surveyors in passing Senate Bill
9-Utilities/Design/Survey Location Services. The new law
requires utility owners to locate and describe underground
utilities upon request from a surveyor or requires a
general description and location of existing underground
facilities in an area. The new law went into effect on July
15, 2013 and applies to notices given on or after that date.
The North Carolina Society of Surveyors had a significant
political impact in the General Assembly this past legislative
session. The industry was spotlighted among political
leaders and a wide array of utility and energy companies
as we worked to negotiate a difficult piece of legislation
re-writing the state’s laws on underground damage
prevention. This bill (House Bill 476) covers a wide array
of issues related to design tickets and a surveyor’s
responsibility to call 811 while performing the
normal course of their duties. The negotiations were
intense and spanned over six months with the surveyors
being included among an elite group of industry
lobbyists, including Duke Energy, Time Warner Cable
and others. The society, through your consulting/lobbying
representation was able to halt damaging provisions
within the original legislation and be influential in
crafting the provisions of the final package. Included in
this package is the wording from the above referenced
Senate Bill 9 regarding design tickets; exemptions
for calling 811 while locating, repairing or maintaining
an existing pin; and a representative seat for surveyors
on the Underground Damage Prevention Review Board.
While the final version was a compromise for utilities

and surveyors, the new law is not final. Key legislators
involved in the package have affirmed that changes are still
needed and the society will be directly involved to advance
necessary changes. A new bill will be considered during
the 2014 General Assembly Session. The relationship
with Senator Meredith and other legislators will continue
to be beneficial for the society and provide an influential
role in the political and policy sphere as debates ensue.
Policy debates happen every minute of every day and
can have a significant impact on the daily business
operations of surveyors. The lobbying and negotiations
that occurred this past legislative session brought attention
and legitimacy for the surveyors and we will continue
to have an influential voice as future policy is debated.
oThER ImPoRTaNT uPDaTES
On Friday, July 26th, the General Assembly finished
up their business for 2013. The General Assembly will
return on May 14th, 2014. During the interim, oversight
and study committees will meet to debate a wide array
of issues. These committees will conduct oversight over
recently passed laws, ensuring that the Governor and
the executive agencies carry out the duties of the new
laws. Further, several study committees will be formed
during the interim that will study issues and recommend
legislation for the legislature to move forward with in
the next legislative session. Approximately 400 bills
were passed into law this year. The General Assembly
had a focus on “reform”, with the biggest issues being:
State Budget
A $20.6 billion state budget was passed, increasing
state spending by 2.5 percent from the last fiscal year.
Overall, 56 percent of the budget is focused on funding
K-12, the 58 community colleges, and the 17 public
universities across the state. The tax reform plan also
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passed this year has been incorporated into the budget.
Education Reform
Bills were passed to promote technology and expand
digital learning in North Carolina. New laws will
direct the State Board of Education to develop and
implement digital teaching and learning standards.
Energy
Legislation was passed to create the framework for
wind energy facilities to be established in the state.
In addition a new law directs the Mining and Energy
Commission to explore the next steps in permitting
citizens to conduct greater energy exploration and
established an Offshore Energy Fund, for emergencies.
Regulatory Reform
A large piece of legislation passed that is aimed at
cutting down on places where lawmakers said there was
over-regulation, which they said was burdensome on
encouraging economic activity in the state. The new law
contained a wide range of provisions, ranging from allowing
a bed-and-breakfast to serve more than just breakfast,
to changing the regulations on trash trucks in the state.
Tax Reform
After several versions of a tax reform plan were
introduced, legislators and the Governor came to a
compromise on a plan to reform North Carolina’s tax
code for the first time since the Great Depression. The
tax reform plan will lower the personal income tax rate
for all citizens down to 5/8 percent in 2014, reduces the
corporate income tax rate to six percent in 2014, and
eliminates the estate tax. The gas tax cap has been extended
another year, to June 30, 2015, under the new law.
Transportation Reform
In conjunction with Department of Transportation
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Secretary Tony Tata and Governor McCrory, the
legislature passed a new formula for funding and choosing
transportation projects, the Strategic Mobility Formula.
The new formula replaces the state’s Equity Formula and
implements a tiered approach to funding transportation
projects across the state. The statewide tier will receive 40
percent of available funding, the regional tier will receive
30 percent of available funding, and the division tier will
receive 30 percent of available funding over the next 10 years.
Unemployment Insurance
Changes to the unemployment benefits and taxes was
passed to address the $2 billion debt the state owes
to the federal government for loans used to fund
the state’s share of unemployment compensations.
Governor McCrory has said this bipartisan solution
will protect North Carolina’s small businesses from
over-taxation, as well as ensure that the state’s
unemployment safety net is financially sound for the future.
Guns
An omnibus bill passed that expands the places that
people with a concealed carry permit can carry their
firearm to include bars and restaurants that serve alcohol.
The owner of a bar or restaurant has the right to forbid
conceal carry in their establishment, if they choose to do
so under the law. The law also allows for a handgun to
be in a locked compartment, inside of a locked car, on a
public schools, university, or state government parking lot.
Kerri Burke is an assistant vice president in
the State Government Relations group for
McGuireWoods Consulting in Raleigh, NC.
She received a BS in Political Science from
Old Dominion University, and attended
the Indiana University School of Law. She
has served as communications director
for the NC Chamber, and has worked as
a registered lobbyist and legislative intern.
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What You Need to Know About

Public Trust Land
in North Carolina

I

by John Barbour

am not an attorney
and offer no legal
advice, opinions
or interpretations
of the law. This article
is intended to bring
to your attention
some
material
facts and insights
regarding
Public
Trust Land (PTL)
in North Carolina,
such as who owns
PTL under Neuse River Bridge
and manages them.
You will be introduced to the issues involving the
conveyances of real property interests, such as easements
and encroachment agreements upon Public Trust Land.
Finally, you will be informed of current issues that
may have an impact on the future management and
administration of Public Trust Land in North Carolina.
PTL is defined as those naturally occurring navigable
bodies of water located within the borders of the state
of North Carolina. These bodies include up to three
miles east of the easternmost uplands extending into
the Atlantic Ocean, the inland sounds, and naturally
occurring lakes, rivers and streams which are navigable.
Navigability is defined as being navigable by personal
watercraft. PTL is owned by the sovereign State of North
Carolina and is assigned for management purposes to
the Department of Administration. The PTL is like any
other tract of land, except it is covered by water. Public
Trust Waters and water rights are a separate topic. Public
Trust Lands are real property; however, they have a special
protection that prohibits them from being acquired
by adverse possession. With only limited exceptions
may a PTL be obtained without authorization from the
General Assembly; how-ever, easements may be acquired
with the authorization from the Council of the State.
The twenty-five coastal counties were subject to legislation
that spelled out a procedure by which claims could be
registered by anyone claiming an interest in real property,
meeting the definition of PTL. Of the 14,500 or so
registered claims, about 260 were recognized as valid. The
remaining 75 counties may have other supportable claims

of ownership by others superior to the sovereign State of
NC, but those are not subject to the specific legislation that
addressed the coastal counties. It has been determined that
neither Kings’ Grants nor Governors’ Land Grants convey
the ownership rights to the PTL. The PTLs were once the
primary means for commerce and travel from place to place.
When you encounter PTL, it is important to understand
that the public records may erroneously indicate that the
PTL is purported to be owned by others. Recorded deeds,
tax records, recorded plats and actual structures found
on the property may imply private ownership. Be advised
that, short of a specific legislative grant, there may be an
unsubstantiated claim of ownership. Remember, PTL is not
subject to being acquired by adverse possession. It would
seem prudent to note the presence of lands that appear to
meet the definition of PTL when you encounter them in
the course of your survey work, but rely on your licensing
laws for specifics on how you document them and call your
licensing agency for their guidance when questions arise.
Why This is Important to you and your Clientele
At this time, the State routinely grants easements in,
over and under PTL for a charge of $250 each. This is
not a market based cost to secure easement rights in real
property; this charge could change without warning.
At present, the State has filed a lawsuit with a major
hydroelectric utility generator over issues related to
undocumented encroachments upon PTL. There was
proposed legislation filed in the most recent session of the
General Assembly that called for the closer management of
the PTL and creation of a database for the easements upon
PTL in North Carolina. There is potential for the publicity
surrounding this lawsuit to impact the management
practices and administration of PTL in the future.
In closing, it might be prudent to advise your client of
the importance to obtain easement rights when they
conduct activities on PTL. When you are providing
professional surveying services and encounter
what may appear to be PTL, it may be wise to seek
advice from a real estate agent or legal professional
well-versed in this nuanced area of real estate law.
John Barbour is a licensed NC real estate
broker and appraiser. He received his
BSBA from Appalachian State University
and retired from the State of North
Carolina with 30 years of service as a
real estate property agent. Barbour is
now performing brokerage, property
management and consulting services.
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Once Upon
a Time

I

by Kenneth Mills, PLS

n the late 1970s, I had been working in the mountains
of western North Carolina when an interesting
project came up for Ashley Engineering Company.
This was a land surveying and engineering company
for which I was one of the Registered Land Surveyors.

It seemed a land owner decided to sell about 1,000 acres
of land to the state of North Carolina for an addition
to the Mt. Mitchell State Park. When I found out about
the project, I was very pleased for two reasons:
first, it was a very large project which covered some
difficult terrain; and second, I would be helping the
field crew with the traversing around the boundary
and get to see the area close-up and in detail.
The tract was bounded on the east by the top of
the Black Mountain Ridge, on the south by the
existing state park boundary, on the north by a
calculated division line and on the west by a number
of parcels, existing road right of ways and a creek.
The western boundary line was a straight line. Since
no one knew where this boundary line was located,
we needed to locate all of the parcels along this line
as well as the existing 12’ road right of way accessing
the existing parcels sold by the original land owner.
The first thing we did was to plot all the neighboring parcels
of land, producing a composite map we could use while
searching for existing boundary markers. Since the project
covered about 1,000 acres, the composite map was comprised
of four maps instead of one. One map was plotted for each
side. The western side of the property was the hardest to plot
because of all the small lots sold out by the original owner.
Once the composite maps were ready, we determined where
to begin the boundary search and the traverse control. At
the time of the survey, it took us one hour to drive from
Asheville to Burnsville, and then south on Highway
197 to the community of Pensacola. We then turned
left onto SR 1102 (Cattail Creek Road) and drove to the
intersection of the North and South fork of Cattail Creek.
There the road became a one lane gravel road, where we
followed the south fork of the creek toward the property.
Billy Ashley, the owner of Ashley Engineering Company,
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dropped the field crew off near the western boundary,
where we began searching for boundary evidence of the
parcels in the area. While we were searching for existing
corner markers, Billy drove the existing roads looking for
road access into the property. He also contacted the owners
of the hunting preserve south of Ogle Ridge and west of
the existing state park. He was told about a hunting road
bed that went from the end of SR 1100 up to Ogle Rock
where a NCDOT monument was located. This monument
was the southwest corner of the tract we were surveying.
The vehicle we were driving was a secondhand Jeep
Wagoneer. It was a regular road vehicle, like a station wagon,
only with four wheel drive. That first day we managed to
drag the rear bumper a number of times while driving on
some of the steep mountain roads. When we were leaving
the area that afternoon, I was driving and there was a strange
sound coming from the rear of the jeep. I stopped on the
side of the road and we got out to check on the problem.
We discovered the tailpipe mashed almost flat and, when
the engine was running, the tailpipe made a strange sound.
We took a bush hook and were able to pry open the end
of the tail pipe so the engine could operate properly.
Before we returned to the site, Billy put the jeep in a shop
where the rear leaf springs were moved from the bottom of
the rear axle to the top of the axle and, with an additional
leaf, added to the springs for more support. He also
purchased heavy duty snow chains, one for each wheel.
One day, we drove south along SR 1100 to the entrance
of the hunting preserve. We met a man who was the
caretaker of the property at the main gate and he drove
us up to the top of Ogle Ridge and to Ogle Rock. Along
the way, we passed an area of about two to three acres that
was covered with old chestnut logs. The chestnuts were
cut down during the 1920s, hoping to stop the chestnut
blight, and nothing was ever done with the downed trees.
When we reached Ogle Rock, we found the NCDOT
monument, which was our southwest corner marker.
This point was the perfect location to establish control
points and to tie into other NCDOT monuments.
We were able to tie into the NCDOT monument
on Bearwallow Knob, which was about 1.07 miles
to the west, and to another NCDOT monument on
Grassy Ridge about 1200 feet south of Grassy Knob.
The monument on Grassy Ridge was about 3.4 miles
north of Ogle Rock. Standing on Ogle Rock and trying to
see a person at the monument of Grassy Ridge is almost
impossible. The day before, we hiked out to Grassy Ridge
and found the monument. With a bit of line cutting, we
cleared the line of sight from the monument so we could
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see Ogle Rock very clearly. We then placed 9 foot tall stakes
covered with streamers of flagging around the monument.
It looked like the circus had come to town with the colorful
ribbon all over the place. When we returned to Ogle Rock
to check our handiwork, we couldn’t see the flagged stakes,
even when using binoculars or the surveying instrument.
I left the instrument man on Ogle Rock and drove around
the roads to the washout on the gravel road going into
the North Fork valley, and hiked up to the monument on
Grassy Ridge. All the flagged stakes were still standing and
blowing in the wind. I called the instrument man on the
radio to see if he had been able to find the flagged stakes. He
had no luck. It happened to be a sunny day so I called the
man on Ogle Rock and had him look toward our location.
I always carry a Sunto Compass, which has a mirror
in the cover. I took this compass, opened the cover
and, using it as a signal mirror, flashed the sun in the
direction of Ogle Rock. The Instrument man came on
the radio exclaiming, “I see you! I see you!” We were
then able to tie the monument on Grassy Ridge to our
survey. I’ve used the signal mirror on many occasions
while traversing around property in the mountains. I
can see how it is very useful - anywhere in the state.
From Ogle Rock we traversed up Ogle Ridge toward the
top of Black Mountain Ridge, to the northeast corner of
the current state park, about 1,000 feet south of Cattail
Peak. The interesting thing about this traverse was a wire
about ¼” in diameter from Ogle Rock to the top of Black
Mountain Ridge. There were places along this line where we
used the wire to pull ourselves up very steep sections of the
ridge. I don’t remember seeing splices in the wire, although
I could have missed them. It was amazing how someone
was able to carry wire to this ridge and then lay it out
over 7,000 feet. I will say one good thing about the wire: it
marked the northern boundary of the state park at the time.
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at Deep Gap. We continued the traverse along the top of Black
Mountain Ridge to the top of Winter Star Mountain and then
an additional approximate 2,300’ to our northeast corner.
The northwest corner was a calculated position which we
traversed to based on the coordinates. From Ogle Rock
we were able to set a control traverse point on Winter Star
Ridge. While the crew was traversing from the control point
toward the northwest corner, I was clearing line ahead of
them when I stepped out of the woods and into a cleared
area with underbrush about chest high. I started through
the clearing, looking for where the ridge entered the woods
again when I stopped at the edge of an old open pit mine shaft.
This was another puzzle to think about. What were they
looking for? Did they find what they were looking for?
There was an active working mine at the northern end of the
valley along the north fork of Cattail Creek and about 1,000
feet east of our northernmost NCDOT monument. When
you’re surveying in the woods, you need to keep your eyes
open because you can never tell what you may step into.
During the early phase of this survey, we were able to find
a number of road beds, which were mostly old logging
roads that we could use to gain access to different areas
of the property. When we traversed up Ogle Ridge, Billy
drove down through the hunting preserve, up SR 1100,
out SR 1102 to the center of the tract and, using the chains
on all four wheels, was able to drive up the old logging
roads to within 100 feet of the shelter in Deep Gap. There
he unloaded our camping gear, carried it to the shelter,
and set up the grill for cooking dinner and breakfast.
It gets cold up there at night, even in the middle of June.

From there, we traversed along and located the top of the
Black Mountain Ridge over Cattail Peak, Potato Hill and
down to the control monument, NCGS Monument “37 JS 8”

Ken Mills became a PLS in 1975. He has been
an active member of NCSS, serving three
terms as the Western Chapter NCSS president
(1989, 2005-2007, 2009-2010). He served as
the NCSS President in 1998. Mills co-authored
Following in their Footsteps with Otis A.
Jones. He has written for American Surveyor
Magazine and is a columnist for Madison
County’s News-Record & Sentinel newspaper.

HYDRAULIC FRACTURING AND THE SURVEYOR

You have heard about hydraulic fracturing, “fracking,” in NC, and maybe you have formed an opinion about
it as well. But the question is….If it becomes prevalent in NC, and the services of surveyors are
needed in your area, will you be informed enough to obtain contracts to service the gas and oil
industry? or will you have to pass the work along to someone else? This subject matter is still
fairly new to most land surveyors in NC, yet it has the possibility of impacting the surveying profession heavily.
On December 13, NCSS will host our final seminar of the year in the middle of the state on this very subject. This
seminar “Demystifying Professional Service to Support the Oil and Gas Industry” will be a combination of presentations
and an open question session to a panel of gas and oil industry leaders. The majority of the panel is currently
working in the Marcellus and Utica Shale Gas Plays. For full details visit our website: http://www.ncsurveyors.com/
or call 919-556-9848. Plan to obtain your final PDHs from us and get cutting edge information about this hot topic.
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How to Fix
a Boundary Line

I

by Kristopher M. Kline, PLS

t is no accident that the term “fix” as used in
the title of this article might be interpreted
in two different ways. A mechanic may fix a
malfunctioning vehicle, but the term may also be
considered to describe the process by which the
location of an unknown boundary line is made certain.
Deeds and grants operate in accordance with the statute
of frauds, which requires that transfers of most interests
in real property to be in writing. However, there are
numerous alternative mechanisms available to the courts.
These may be applied as the situation demands in those
cases where an unyielding adherence to the statute of
frauds would ultimately perpetrate an injustice. Some
of these mechanisms are methods by which the court
seeks to determine the location of an uncertain line and
no transfer of title is contemplated. Other doctrines
may act to transfer title despite the lack of any written
document. Included in this list are acquiescence,
agreement, adverse possession, estoppel, practical
location, and consentable/conditional boundary lines.
Different rules apply in different states and some of these
principles may not be recognized in certain jurisdictions.
Practical location of boundary lines is often suggested
in situations where fences or other physical evidence
of possession are clearly at variance with the boundary
lines as described in deeds and other documents of
record. It is important to realize that this concept is
not recognized in all states. In fact, the rather vague
principle that we refer to as “practical location” is
defined by various courts in at least three different ways.
Several states recognize practical location as a
variant allowing consideration of fence lines as the
best available evidence of the original location of
the boundary – this is sometimes referred to as
the “Cooley Doctrine”. Other jurisdictions apply a
confusing blend of parol agreement and acquiescence,
and then describe the result as practical location.
North Carolina has long recognized this principle based in
part on the landmark ruling Cherry v. Slade’s Administrators:
7 N.C. 82 (1819). This case describes a state grant surveyed
with lines marked on the ground at the time of the transfer
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of title. Unfortunately, the lines so marked were clearly at
odds with the written description of the resulting grant.
Chief Justice Taylor goes into great detail regarding
the inherent difficulties of surveying old grant lines in
situations where only the beginning point is described
with any certainty. Changes in magnetic declination
over time and the disappearance of original monuments
all conspire to render the original boundaries uncertain.
This opinion begins by affirming the primacy of monuments
over measurements, but then makes another important
statement: “Whenever it can be proved that there was a
line actually run by the surveyor, was marked and a corner
made, the party claiming under the patent or deed, shall
hold accordingly, notwithstanding a mistaken description
of the land in the patent or deed.” Cherry v. Slade’s
This ruling might be considered justifiable based on related
rules allowing parol evidence in cases where ambiguities
exist. This principle may also be a precursor to modern
opinions requiring that monuments in a subdivision
control over measurements shown on a recorded plat. In
both circumstances, the original footsteps of the surveyor
are considered to be the true and original survey while the
map or deed is considered merely the first copy of the survey.
Cherry v. Slade’s cites two previous rulings for precedent,
including v. Beatty: 2 N.C. 376 (1796). The court observes:
“If a course and distance be called for, and there is no marked
line nor natural boundary, that course and distance must be
pursued, and the line must terminate where that distance in
the course called for, is completed: but if a course and distance
be called for, and there be a marked line and corner, variant
from that course which is proven to be the line made by the
surveyor as a boundary, then that marked line shall be pursued.”
It would certainly be more convenient for the surveying
community if this was the last word on practical
location in North Carolina. Unfortunately for surveyors
and attorneys across the state, Cherry v. Slade’s was
followed by a long string of subsequent rulings that
impose additional limitations on its application.
Acquiescence is not recognized in North Carolina as an
independent doctrine for the determination of boundary
line location. However, it may serve as evidence for adverse
possession, estoppel, or laches. While common law of
North Carolina and Virginia do not include acquiescence
as an independent doctrine for quieting title, several nearby
states recognize this principle as a legitimate mechanism to
fix the location of a boundary line. Georgia is one of two
states in this country to implement statutory acquiescence
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as seen in O.C.G.A. § 44-4-6. This statute seems clear
for all its brevity: “Acquiescence for seven years by acts or
declarations of adjoining landowners shall establish a dividing
line.” Unfortunately, the enactment of this statute seems
to have increased the frequency of suits where claimants
test the limits of acquiescence in fixing a boundary line.
North Carolina court records include an unusual ruling
regarding adverse possession by a group of individuals – in
this case, a homeowner’s association. While exclusive use has
long been recognized as one of several basic requirements
for successful adverse possession claims, Lancaster v.
Maple Street Homeowner’s Association: 156 N.C. App.
429; 577 S.E.2d 365 (2003) takes a rather surprising
position in this circumstance. “Nothing in our case law
prevents multiple people from claiming ownership by tenancy
in common against the true owner. These multiple claimants
to the property could transfer their respective interests as
tenants in common to a successor entity, as was done here.”
The dissenting opinion included with this decision
actually calls into question whether the use was exclusive
for the statutory period, but focuses instead on the
possible use of the subject parcel by the general public
rather than on the claim made by multiple families.
The doctrine of “neighborly accommodation” is yet
another concept that may affect a prescriptive claim.
The principle is applied at times to claims of fee simple
title, but much more commonly to claims of prescriptive
easements. Neighborly accommodation may be used
to defeat the common presumption that open and
notorious use is presumed adverse after the statutory
period for prescriptive easements. A recent Montana
ruling exemplifies this principle. “…one of the key factors
in determining neighborly accommodation is whether there
was an active attempt to prohibit either the general public

or specific users from utilizing the roadway. If such can be
shown, then implied permission for a neighbor based on the
general attitude of neighborly accommodation would prevent
the road from ripening to a prescriptive easement.” Knerr v.
Shipman: Cause No. DV 03-9(2004) ML 260 (Montana)
The North Carolina courts recently considered the
application of neighborly accommodation in Rushing v.
Aldridge: 713 S.E.2d 566 (2011). This is one of the few
North Carolina rulings to consider this concept. It is also
in a distinct minority because the court considers the effect
of neighborly accommodation on a claim of fee simple
title. “The Aldridges further contend that both the Rushings’
and the Aldridges’ actions established neighborliness rather
than hostility by the Rushings. Warmack, however, indicates
that even where there is evidence of neighborliness, that
evidence will not necessarily defeat a claim for adverse
possession where there is other evidence of hostility.”
Concepts that the courts may apply to determine
the location of a boundary line will be discussed
in December in my upcoming class “How
to Fix a Boundary Line – and How Not To.”
Note: neither the author nor publisher of this article
intend it to be considered a source of legal advice.
The law can change over time and differs in various
jurisdictions. The best source of legal counsel
is an attorney admitted to the Bar in your state.
Kris Kline lives in Alexander, NC.
His new book, Rooted in Stone: the
Development of Adverse Possession in
20 Eastern States and the District of
Columbia, is now available for sale. Call
828-778-1748 for further information.
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Boundary
vs. Description of
by Thomas W.
Morgan, PLS

L and i n Nor t h C arolina

O

wnership of land is the ability to possess
the Bundle of Rights associated with land.
1. Right to use,
2. Right to sell,
3. Right to lease or rent,
4. Right to enter or leave,
5. Right to give away,
6. Right to refuse to do any of these.1
The Sovereign has reserved other rights such as the right to
restrict certain uses, e.g. the subdivision of land, zoning,
the right to tax, and to enforce civil and criminal laws. So
while Land ownership is considered a “fee” or complete
right, it is limited by the rights the Sovereign has retained
to protect public interests, safety, health and welfare.
In this state, the present Sovereign is the State of North
Carolina. North Carolina acquired the sovereign duties
from the King of England as a result of the Revolutionary
War (1777) and the signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1783.
The Sovereign assumes the rights to control, govern, and
grant when it takes power. North Carolina describes its
duties and power in the State Constitution. The General
Statutes and the court system define how the constitution
will be implemented. All rights are held by the Sovereign
until the Sovereign gives the right to another entity, either
a government or an individual (human or nonhuman).

For example: the NC Constitution grants the State
the authority to establish local government entities.2
The legislature passed an act that allows municipal
governments to expand their boundaries through the
annexation process.3 The state did not relinquish the
power to create a municipality, to de-annex a portion
of the municipality, or to dissolve the municipality.
A legislative action is required before any of these
actions can occur. The municipality can only enlarge its
boundaries within the confines of the enabling legislation.
All lands within the legislated boundary of the state are
owned, even that land submerged by navigable water. In
theory, the Sovereign owns all land within the boundary
of the state that has not been previously granted by either
the State or its predecessors. By giving a land grant, the
Sovereign transfers title of an area to an entity capable of
holding title (human or non-human). That entity has the
right to transfer all or part of what he has been granted to
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others unless restricted by provisions within the granting
document or within the chain of title. The entity does
not have the right to sell or exercise control beyond the
boundary of what has been granted (by grant or deed the
entity can transfer the whole or can subdivide4 that which
he owns into smaller areas and transfer part of the whole).
A document of land transfer from the Sovereign is called
a “grant” or “patent.” A document that transfers property
rights of land between holder of said rights (Grantor) and
those to receive said rights (Grantees) is a contract between
the parties. The contract must be in writing and signed
by the owner.5 In land records, the most common form
of this contract is a deed. A contract doesn’t constitute
public notice to pass any property interest as against
lien creditors or purchasers for a valuable consideration
from the donor, bargainer or lessor, but from the time of
registration thereof in the county where the land lies.6 Each
recorded transfer is linked to the previous transfer, thereby
documenting the origin of the transferred rights. The filed
document and the previously linked document constitute
the chain of title. Title is the documentary evidence
within the cadastre or public record of the ownership of
land and the passing of said ownership. The ownership
of land is associated with a geographic area or polygon. A
definition of the polygon is created that limits the area by
which the fee rights can be enjoyed; that definition is called
the boundary.7 In a perfect world the exact boundary of
a piece of land can be traced back through the transfers
and division to the grants made by the Sovereign.
A “boundary” is the physical location on the earth that
restricts the area in which granted rights are applicable. A
“description” (land description) is the written finding aid
used to identify the boundary. The physical location of the
boundary controls over the description. A boundary does
not give or take away rights. A description can be updated
to better define the boundary, but cannot legally change
the boundary location. In the case of a property division,
the intent of the title document may define the splitting of
rights; thereby requiring a new boundary definition and a
new land description. That definition can only be effective
on the area owned by the grantor. You cannot transfer what
you do not own regardless of the verbiage in the description.
The American Congress on Surveying and Mapping
(ACSM) defines surveying as the science and art of making
all essential measurements to determine the relative
position of physical and cultural details above, on or beneath
the surface of the earth and to depict them in a usable
form, or to establish the position of points and/or details.
A Professional Land Surveyor (PLS) is authorized by the
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legislature to take the definition of a boundary and use
the science and principles of surveying to reproduce said
boundary and to update the description. The duty of the
land surveyor is to record the location and description of
physical evidence found while performing a retracement
of a boundary. The purpose of this duty is to locate
the original boundary and to update the finding aid
with more accurate bearings and distances and better
descriptions of the monuments associated with the
boundary. In the performance of his duties, the PLS must
first determine the limits of the boundary to be surveyed
using the recorded record. The description within that
record may be in metes and bounds,8 or a reference to a
plat, or just a call for a previous deed. It is also the duty
of the PLS to use professional judgment to determine
the boundary. Once he has determined the boundary,
he is to report any indication of encroachments, gaps,
lappages, or other irregularities along each line surveyed.9
A PLS is the reporter of facts; he does not make contracts
or pass judgment of the validity of title. For example: if the
surveyor finds that two parcels have been granted out of a
single tract of land and there is an overlap, the surveyor is
required to show the overlap and note the pertinent data.
Since a grantor cannot transfer what he does not own, the
surveyor should document the dates of recording of the
splitting deeds from the common grantor. The PLS is not
authorized to give an opinion of title. However, he may
state his opinion if asked under oath in a court of law.
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finding aid (description) to find the placement of the
corners in their original boundary location. This is done
by following in the footsteps of the original surveyor. If
there is conflict between a record monument (bounds)
and course and distances (metes) in a title document the
most sure controls, the bounds. The bounds are the true
definition of the boundary and better reflect the intent of
the grantor because he can visualize them in contrast to the
metes, which are empirical and not visible to the grantor.
The PLS should document why and with what he resets or
replaces any called-for monument with a new monument.
“Resetting” is when a monument is set because the calledfor monument was not recovered. A “replacement”
is when the condition of a called-for monument has
deteriorated to the point that it may not be recognizable
in the future. Without the providence for the new
monument, no reliance can be placed on it. It is important
that the recorded description reflect the linage of all
called-for monuments, thereby preserving the boundary.
Remember, the description can be updated to better reflect
the boundary but the boundary cannot be altered to conform
to the description. The PLS is the reporter of evidence and
the preserver of the providence of land record boundaries.
Tom Morgan graduated from NC State
University in 1971 with a BA in Geology,
and received his PLS in 1978. He started
Brunswick Surveying in Holden Beach, NC
in 1979, which he sold to Withers & Ravenel,
Engineers, Surveyors & Planners in 2006. He
has been the Land Records Manager for the
NC Secretary of State since January 2008.

While doing a retracement survey, the PLS must use the
International Association of Assessing Officers, Library and
Resources: Glossary (Bundle of Rights) http://www.iaao.org/
sitepages.cfm?Page=42&sort=B

1

North Carolina State Constitution, Article VII, Local government Section 1.
General Assembly to provide for local government

2

NC GS 160A, Article 4A, Extension of Corporate Limits.

3

§ 153A 335. “Subdivision” defined. § 160A 376. Definition.

4

§ 22 2. Contract for sale of land; leases.
All contracts to sell or convey any lands, tenements or hereditaments,
or any interest in or concerning them, and all leases and contracts for leasing land
for the purpose of digging for gold or other minerals, or for mining generally, of
whatever duration; and all other leases and contracts for leasing lands exceeding
in duration three years from the making thereof, shall be void unless said contract,
or some memorandum or note thereof, be put in writing and signed by the party to
be charged therewith, or by some other person by him thereto lawfully authorized.
5

6

§ 47 18. Conveyances, contracts to convey, options and leases of land.
(a) No (i) conveyance of land, or (ii) contract to convey, or (iii) option
to convey, or (iv) lease of land for more than three years shall be valid to pass any
property interest as against lien creditors or purchasers for a valuable consideration
from the donor, bargainer or lesser but from the time of registration thereof in
the county where the land lies, or if the land is located in more than one county,
then in each county where any portion of the land lies to be effective as to the
land in that county. Unless otherwise stated either on the registered instrument
or on a separate registered instrument duly executed by the party whose priority

interest is adversely affected, (i) instruments registered in the office of the register
of deeds shall have priority based on the order of registration as determined by
the time of registration, and (ii) if instruments are registered simultaneously,
then the instruments shall be presumed to have priority as determined by:
(1) The earliest document number set forth on the registered
instrument.
(2) The sequential book and page number set forth on the registered
instrument if no document number is set forth on the registered instrument
7
Boundary – A line of demarcation between adjoining parcels of land. The
parcels of land may be of the same or of different ownership, but distinguished
at some time in the history of their descent by separate legal descriptions.
A land boundary may be marked on the ground by material monuments
placed primarily for the purpose; by fences, hedges, ditches, roads, and other
service structures along the line – or defined by astronomically described
points and lines; by coordinates on a survey system whose position on the
ground is witnessed by material monuments which are established without
reference to the boundary line; by reference to adjoining present or previous
owners; and by various other methods. (Ref: Definitions of Surveying and
Associated Terms, by American Congress on Surveying and Mapping)
8
Metes and Bounds – A method of describing land by measure of lengths (metes) of
boundary lines (bounds). Most common method is to recite direction and length
of each line as one would walk around the perimeter. In general the “metes” and
“bounds” can be recited by reference to record, natural or artificial monuments at
the corners; and record, natural or cultural boundary lines. (Ref: Definitions of Surveying and Associated Terms, by American Congress on Surveying and Mapping)

21 NCAC 56 .1602 SURVEYING PROCEDURES
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MEMBER PROFILE

John M. Story

Senior Vice-President and Branch
Manager of the Charlotte office of
Donaldson, Garrett and Associates, Inc.
Childhood Ambition
Veterinarian
Most Recent Purchase
Swim goggles and kickboard
First Job
Rodman on my father’s surveying
crew
Favorite Movie
Rocky (the original)
Favorite Surveying Equipment
Schonstedt Metal Detector (I still
remember having to look for irons
before we had them)
Best Advice You Ever Received
(from my father) Most folks’
character is pretty well-set by the
time they are 18 years old, and
chances are slim that you will be able
to change that for the better.
John Story was born and raised in
Georgia into a family of teachers,
including an older sister and brother.
His father was also a farmer and land
surveyor so John and his brother
were introduced to the profession at
an early age. John worked with his
father and brother performing land
surveys in South Georgia through
his high school years. Once John’s
brother became licensed as a land
surveyor and started his business after
John’s freshman year in college, John
went to work for him that summer
as his party chief. John continued to
work for him during school breaks
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until he graduated from Southern
Technical Institute (now Southern
Polytechnic State University) in
December 1978 with a Bachelor
of Civil Engineering Technology.
John finished his course work at
Southern Tech on a Tuesday and
the following Monday started work
with a civil/environmental/surveying
firm in Macon, Georgia as a Project
Engineer. Over the next 13 years John
worked on engineering and surveying
projects, performing duties ranging
from running a field crew to managing
a surveying division within the
company. His experience varied from
construction stakeout to subdivision
design, boundary surveys to precise
machinery
alignment
(optical
tooling), and inspecting water tanks
to designing site and grading plans.
In September 1991, the surveying
division was sold to the Vice President
of Surveying for the engineering
firm and Donaldson, Garrett and
Associates, Inc. was formed. John
worked for the engineering firm until
a Wednesday, and then on Thursday
morning, he, along with most of
the surveying division personnel
from the engineering company,
joined the new firm. In 1994, John
became a shareholder and was
named to the Board of Directors of
Donaldson, Garrett & Associates, Inc.
Because of the work the engineering
firm did throughout the Southeast,
primarily
on
environmental
remediation projects that required
surveys to be performed by a licensed
surveyor in that state, John was
selected to obtain licensure in those
various states. John is licensed as
a Professional Land Surveyor not
only in North Carolina, but also in
South Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee,
Georgia, Alabama and Florida. He also
holds registration as an EIT in Georgia.
In 1997, Donaldson, Garrett &
Associates, Inc. elected to open a

branch office in Charlotte, with
John being selected to direct
operations there. For 16 years, the
office has serviced clients in the
Carolinas, Virginia and Tennessee
providing boundary, topographic,
as-built and design surveys for a
variety of individuals and firms.
John has given seminars on land
surveying and land surveying related
subjects such as “An Introduction to
GPS: A Primer on Land Surveying
and Wetlands.”
He is a member
of
Toastmasters
International
and has achieved the Advanced
Communication Bronze and Advanced
Leadership Bronze designations.
John will complete a two-year term
in December 2013 as President of the
Mecklenburg Surveyors Association
and, as its chapter representative, to
the Board of Directors of the North
Carolina Society of Surveyors. He has
been nominated to serve as Secretary/
Treasurer of NCSS for 2014-2015.
Besides having the B.C.E.T from
Southern
Technical
Institute,
John also has an Associate of Civil
Engineering Technology, Surveying
and Construction Option from
Southern Tech and a B.S. in Biology
from Georgia Southwestern College.
John has been married to his wife,
Donna, for 32 years. They have two
children. Their daughter, Erica, lives
in Charlotte and works for Extended
Stay America in their corporate office.
Their son, Jonathan, is an attorney in
middle Georgia who, along with his
wife, Jennifer, has their granddaughter,
Kate. Kate loves all of her grandparents
but likes ‘Granddaddy’ the best.
John’s hobbies include reading,
playing softball (he is in his 44th
year of playing adult softball) and
exercising when he can make himself
do it. John and Donna are members of
Five Stones Church in Waxhaw, NC.
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CAREER
CORNER

According
to
the New York
Department
of
Labor, 80% of jobs
are never advertised and nearly
half of the nation’s employees
get jobs through connections
they already have.* Many jobseekers have had to rethink
their approach to the job
search. While want ads and
other forms of job searches
(like Monster.com) can be helpful, they
are often not the most effective way to
find an open position in your field because
many job opportunities are unlisted.
So how do you find these “hidden” job
opportunities? Networking. Use your
connections - past teachers, coworkers,
friends, and family. Social networks
like LinkedIn.com are also great tools
to build connections. Companies are
more likely to hire someone they know –
whether directly or indirectly – because
they are looking for employees who will
be trustworthy, accurate, and efficient.
It requires intentionality, strategic
planning, and effort. But it is worth it.
Why is this important? Because one of the
ways to network is through involvement in
your professional organization. Through
NCSS membership (and attending NCSS
events like classes, the annual conference
and trade show, and social events),
you could be furthering your career.
NETWORK!
Explore
your
opportunities and build relationships
with other surveyors and vendors.
TAKE ADVANTAGE! Use NCSS
opportunities
as
a
spring-board;
connect
with
utility
companies,
realtors, builders, property mappers
and planners in your local area.
PERSEVERE! It may take a while for
the perfect job to open up. Continue
networking and apply for as many
available
positions
as
possible.
*Job Search Guide: Strategies for Professionals.
(n.d.). Retrieved August 20, 2013, from
New York State Department of Labor:
Career Services: http://www.labor.state.
ny.us/careerservices/findajob/ conduct.shtm
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PROBLEM
CORNER

This problem is the last and
most difficult of the threeproblem 2012-2013 TrigStar test. The Trig-Star test
by John Furmage, PLS is sponsored by the National
Society of Professional
Surveyors and is given to high school students across
the nation. In North Carolina, the students taking the
test are predominantly sophomores and juniors. The
students are allowed 60 minutes to complete the test. Texas Instruments
TI 83+ or TI 84+ calculators are the calculators used in North Carolina
schools. Challenge yourself to solve this using the mathematical
functions of the calculator, not installed surveying programs.

Looking for the solution?
Go to the NCSS website or
use your smart phone.

NOW YOU CAN HAVE A PERFECT
POINT OF VIEW FROM ANYWHERE

Trimble VISION
Trimble VISION™ is designed to make surveying
more efficient wherever the job takes you.
Our portfolio of solutions provides you with the
ideal tool kit to get your job done right the first time.

Choose Your Vision at:
www.trimble.com/trimblevision

© 2012, Trimble Navigation Limited. All rights reserved. Trimble and the Globe & Triangle logo is a trademark of Trimble Navigation Limited, registered in the United
States and in other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL YOUR
TRIMBLE DEALER

Duncan Parnell Inc.
Raleigh, NC
800-353-7392

Duncan Parnell Inc.
Charlotte, NC
800-353-7392
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tPM, inc.
Greenville, SC
http://www.tpm.com/

transit & Level, inc.
Cary, NC
http://www.transitandlevel.com/

WsP usa corporation
Cary, NC
http://www.wspgroup.com/usa/

triangle chapter Ncss
Raleigh, NC
http://www.ncsstriangle.com/

Younts insurance agency
Lexington, NC
http://www.yountsinsurance.com/

tuck Mapping solutions, inc.
Big Stone Gap, VA
http://www.tuckmapping.com/

NCSS
We are grateful to the companies and vendors who support

NCSS as Sustaining Members. To show them YOUR support,
come to our 50th Annual Conference and Trade Show in
February. You will have the opportunity to see all of
the great products and services they have to offer.

YANKEE CANDLE
America’s Best Loved Candle

T

th

years

Purchase that special scent
and help support the NC
Society of Surveyors. Every
purchase gives NCSS 40%
of the profits.
Oct. 18 - Nov. 15, 2013
Group No. 990056548
Seller ID Rhonda62

Check it out online:

www.yankeecandlefundraising.com
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North Carolina Society of Surveyors
331 S. White Street
PO Box 2101
Wake Forest, NC 27588

NCSS

SAVE THE DATE...

Asheville, NC

years February 20-22

2014
Conference

th

& Trade Show

Want to join NCSS’s efforts in
educating realtors & the public
on the importance of
property
surveys?
ss Idea: s
Busine
sines
your bu of
h
c
a
t
t
A
visit all es
card &
offic
l estate
the rea ur area!
in yo

Call the NCSS
Office to order
your brochures.
50 for $15
100 for $30
919.556.9848

